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NEWSLETTER

FROM THE PRINCIPAL

Issue 30 October 16, 2019

PUBLIC HOLIDAY
TUESDAY 5TH OF NOVEMBER
MELBOURNE CUP DAY
Dear Parents and Guardians,
SOME IMPORTANT DATES TO NOTE FOR TERM 4
OCTOBER
Photos for graduating students and some sports teams - Thursday October 17
Prep – extended stay at school - Thursday October 17
Cricket competitions years 4-6 - Friday October 18
Grade 1 swimming continues Monday October 21 until Nov 18
Year 2 sleep over Taskworks (group 2) - Thursday October 24/25
Prep excursion to Werribee Zoo Wednesday October 30

Download
the Xuno
App with
school
code

ub32jh
for all
school
messages

NOVEMBER
Melbourne Cup Day public holiday, NO SCHOOL - Tuesday November 5
Phillip Island camp for year 3 - Wednesday November 6-8
Remembrance Day Monday November 11
Grade 1 incursion Tuesday November 12
Year 1 Extended stay 3:10pm -7pm - Thursday November 14
Book fair week of November 18
After school working bee - Friday November 22, 3:30pm - 6pm
Prep swimming starts Monday November 25
Keyboard performance for parents Monday November 25
Prep information night for new parents – Thursday November 28
DECEMBER
Seabrook end of year concert and cake stall - Tuesday December 3
Thank you morning tea for parents and helpers - Friday December 6
Year 6 transition day Tuesday December 10
2020 Kinder to prep transition day Tuesday December 10
End of year Thank you and Christmas stall for children Thursday December 12
Whole school transition day December 13
Grade 6 graduation ceremony 6:30pm-8:30pm - Monday December 16
Student reports and portfolios available Wednesday December 18
Year 6 excursion - Thursday December 19
End of year early assembly and early finish 1:30pm - Friday December 20
2020 Early term 1 Parents and Friends morning tea. Date TBA
continued report on the following page

Seabrook Primary School has a zero tolerance for any form of child abuse.

EDUCATE: THINK BEFORE YOU CLICK

LEARNING WITH CONFIDENCE

continued report from Susan Lee

PHOTOGRAPHS
A reminder that the year 6 children and sports
teams will have their photos taken tomorrow.
The children need to be in their summer uniform.
ARE YOU LEAVING THE AREA OR DO YOU
NEED TO ENROL YOUR PREP CHILD FOR
2020?
We are soon to begin our class placements and
teachers for next year. Please contact the office if
you are still to enrol your child for prep next year
or alternatively let us know if your child/children
will not be joining us in 2020. See page 10 or
give the school a call on 9395 1758. Thank you.

CONCERT
DEC 3

2019 OUTDOOR SCHOOL CONCERT
Please keep the evening of Tuesday December
3rd free for our annual whole school concert. All
the children will be performing on this night and
it is a wonderful way to finish our school year.
The children will commence their rehearsals in
November. Our school borrows a large stage
and we will call for helpers closer to the event
to erect it. Parents appreciate being able to see
their child on a high stage but we do need help
to put the stage up on the morning of the concert
and then will disassembly later that evening.
Your help will be very much appreciated.
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ALLERGIES
A further reminder that we have a number of
children across the school who suffer from lifethreatening nut allergies. It is appreciated if lunch
boxes are free of these foods. Teachers remind
their classes not share food. We also have an
increasing number of children who are allergic to
dogs and cats. Thank you for not bringing your
pet near the school in the interests of their health.
T R A F F I C
REMINDERS
Law
enforcement
officers are working
around our area.
Please be reminded
it is an offence to
stop/park/linger
on
the double yellow
line
outside
our
school on Point Cook
Road. The 10-minute
stopping zones are
being
monitored.
‘No Standing’ means
no parking and no stopping, even to drop off
children. $150 fines may be issued. Please
also respect our neighbours by refraining from
using horns to say ‘goodbye’ to your children.
Shift workers in the homes around our school
are grateful for quiet mornings. Thank you for
your consideration. The drop off zone in Mintaro
Way is a 2 minute linger time for dropping off
or picking up your child after 3:10pm. Thanks
to all the parents who have used this shared
zone looking carefully for on-coming traffic while
pulling away from the curb.
continued report on the following page
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continued report from Susan Lee

FUNDRAISING
It is very much appreciated that the majority of
parents have sold chocolates and returned the
funds. We are now awaiting about 61 boxes that
are outstanding. Those families are asked to
provide the $60.00 cash or make the Qkr payment
now. If you haven’t returned the chocolates or
paid for them please pay immediately, if not,
your actions can be perceived as theft. A friendly
reminder will be sent home to families this week.
Please see the list of the children who have sold
between 3-5 boxes. These children are eligible
for a prize which will be distributed shortly.
		Yzabella Z
		
William O
		
Madeline C
		
Myami C
		
Kavin M
		
Sianai H
		
Olivia A
		
Iszac G
		
Sayed E
		Isara T
		
Jasmine Q
		
Laura D

0CS
0SL
1JG
2KA
4BW
4FL
5RB
6AA
6JB
6JJ
6SF
past student

Thanks to all who sold some or all of their
chocolates.

Anyone who is
willing to continue
selling
is
very
welcome. Please
see
the
office.
Every dollar will
go into improving
the grounds which
is used by every child. So far approximately
$12,000 has been made on this event, our best
fund raiser for the year.
Approximately $1,500 was made on the Bogan
Bingo evening even though the numbers were
much less than anticipated.
The Parents and Friends committee are trialing
a new gift stall to be held at school in December.
The purpose of this stall is to give the opportunity
to all children to purchase a thank you or
Christmas gift for their parents or someone
special. A range of $5.00 and $10.00 gifts will
be available. The same procedure will be used
for the mothers and fathers day stalls where the
children bring the money and a plastic bag on
the day of the stall. It is scheduled for Thursday
December 12.
Have a great week ahead.

Sue & Staff

www.seabrook.vic.edu.au | www.facebook.com/SeabrookPS
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Curriculum Report October

An exciting Term 4 with many classes looking
forward to camps and excursions as part of their
final inquiry!
Preps are moving into an important unit on
endangered animals and a visit to the Werribee
Zoo will enrich their learning. They are looking
forward to swimming and the extended stay.
Year 1 A
visit to Scienceworks and the
Planetarium helped deepen the Year 1 inquiry in
to space. As well, they are looking forward to their
extended stay in November. Their final inquiry
will focus on recycling and the environment.
A new experience for the Year 2 classes as
we trial a sleepover at Taskworks. We needed
to create two groups- over several weeks in
order for our large numbers to be catered for.
Taskworks was developed to provide kids with
an environment in which they could ‘get back to
basics’ - talk and work with each other and use
their bodies and their minds in different activities.
Taskworks motto is ‘complete, solve, and create’.
The six task centres are Peg Fast, Room, Build,
Cable Maze, Create a Scene and Stomp a
Stump. The Year Twos are finishing an inquiry
into systems that support our communities and
will end the year with an inquiry into celebrations
and traditions.
The Year 3 camp is coming up next month.
This is fantastic, active, outdoor camp where
children learn to cooperate and have fun with
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a wide variety of friends. The children develop
independence and confidence. For many
children this is the first time they have been on
camp and it is very pleasing to see the children
thrive on new and exciting experiences. This
month the Y3s are completing their biographies
on explorers. They enjoyed their incursion on
Captains and Convicts.
Year 4 have followed up on their camp and
indigenous inquiry by writing biographies and
Dreamtime stories. They will now move into an
inquiry on expressing ourselves through the arts.
Year 5 are immersed in a very significant and
relevant inquiry into migration. Guest speakers
added some powerful ideas about migration for
the children to explore. Their new inquiry into
world resources will further extend the children’s
understanding of equity and justice.
The Year 6 exhibition was very hands on with a
range of engaging artefacts. Their final inquiry
will focus on how we express ourselves, looking
at rites of passage, traditions and rituals. Student
agency will be a guiding principle as the students
will again be devising their own lines of inquiry
and following their interests and passions. This
is a busy term for Year 6, full of mixed emotions
as they enjoy their final time with their primary
school friends and look forward to the transition
to secondary school. Later here will be visits to
their new schools. The Year 6 graduation is on
Dec 16.

International Baccalaureate | Primary Years Program ®
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Curriculum Report October

The PE department have been very busy
with Regional athletics, swimming and cricket
competitions. The two athletics days for Years 3
and 4; Years 5 and 6 worked very well with many
children having a chance to participate, enjoy
athletics and have the chance to represent the
school in further events.
Robotics and coding continue to thrive, it
is wonderful to see the level of talent and
enthusiasm children bring to their learning.
PERFORMING ARTS
This semester, students from P-6 are beginning
the curriculum area of dance. As a class, we
are learning choreography to a song. We are
practising the important of getting on and off
the stage quietly and carefully listening to the
ques in the music. Developing our Approaches
to Learning are important in performing arts. We
are focusing on our communication skills of
speaking, listening, thinking skills of reflection
and application and social skills by supporting
other, respecting other and applying self-control.
In the next few weeks we are performing our
summative assessments in front of our grades!
Throughout the creative process Ms Easson
has been really impressed with the level of
commitment and enthusiasm demonstrated by
all the students! Well done

SUSTAINABILITY
Thank you to the parents, teachers and students
who helped in the garden over the holidays. Take
the time to observe the beauty of the garden as it
begins to change and develop over the next few
months! A reminder to observe and explore, but
please do not pick any of the fruits or vegetables
as the food growing get sold at our veggie stall
which enables us to raise money for garden.
The grants committee have worked hard to apply
for a handful of grants which will hopefully help
with the development of our veggie garden! If we
are successful we will be getting more garden
beds, and turning all of our current garden beds
into wicking beds. Our fingers are crossed, wish
us luck.
The Prep team has been very busy with many
transition events for our new Preps. We thank
all the staff for their help in welcoming these new
students to Seabrook and in nurturing confidence
and enthusiasm as these children embark on the
next step in their life.
Italian week for a great celebrations of many
Italian traditions. The children enjoyed the
incursion, the games and art activities but the
food was, as usual, very popular! Deliziosa!
A very busy Term 4, let’s keep up the good
learning and rich experiences!
Ann O’Connor
Assistant Principal

www.seabrook.vic.edu.au | www.facebook.com/SeabrookPS
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Cyber Safety
We have had some incidents of inappropriate use of technology. As such we have had a renewed
focus on cyber safety.
We have changed all Year Three passwords and have reminded all children to keep their
password secure and private. We have also sent home the Acceptable Use policy for all Year
Three students and their family to sign.
On Monday we had a Year 3-6 assembly to discuss Cyber Safety.
Cyber Bullying is the use of the internet and related technologies to harm other people in a
deliberate, repeated, and hostile manner.

FORMS of CYBER BULLYING

Whether it’s posting public pictures, social
statuses, or personal messages, cyber bullying
takes many forms. The most common cyber
bullying tactics are:
FLAMING
Online fights using electronic messages with
angry and vulgar language
HARASSMENT
Repeatedly sending nasty, mean, and insulting
messages.
DENIGRATION
“Dissing” someone online. Sending or posting
gossip or rumors about a person to damage his
or her reputation or friendships.
IMPERSONATION
Pretending to be someone else and sending or
posting material to get that person in trouble or
danger or to damage that person’s reputation or
friendships.
OUTING
Sharing someone’s secrets or embarrassing
information or images online.
TRICKERY
Talking someone into revealing secrets or
embarrassing information, then sharing it online.
EXCLUSION
Intentionally and cruelly excluding someone from
an online group.
CYBERSTALKING
Repeated, intense harassment and denigration
that includes threats or creates significant fear.
6 S eabrook P rimary S chool

EFFECTS
Just a handful of the effects of cyber bullying
include:
• Undermining confidence
• Causing stress and hurtful health effects
• Affecting performance and attendance in school
• Depression and a sense of loneliness
• Suicidal thoughts.

continued report on the following page
International Baccalaureate | Primary Years Program ®
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Cyber Safety
PREVENTION
Luckily, there are practices you can put in place today to
prevent cyber bullying from happening. Even though there’s
no “one size fits all” solution, here are some of the steps you
can take:
Tell someone.

Just let a trusted adult know
what’s going on. The worst
thing you can do is to keep
it to yourself. Remember,
it’s not your fault!

Don’t instigate.

Block them.

The majority of cyber
bullying occurs by someone
you already know. These
are also the people that
are closest to you and your
passwords, so keep them
safe.

If someone is sending you
hurtful messages or posting
mean
pictures,
they’re
doing it to get an emotional
response from you. Don’t
give them one! Don’t
respond OR retaliate. This
will only encourage them to
			take it further.

Always log out.

Be aware.

Don’t be a cyber-bully yourself.
It’s easy to be hurtful, so
remember what it’s like for
the person on the other
side.

If you’re a parent, encourage
your kid(s) to talk about what
they’re doing online and
whom they’re doing it with.

Especially
computers.

on

public

CYBERSAFETY
Parents will be aware of many incidents reported in the media regarding safety online. Personal
information is easily tracked and harvested by those who know how, so it is important to keep children
as safe as possible while online. Parents are encouraged to view the following sites:
http://www.cybersmart.gov.au/
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/about/programs/bullystoppers/smsocial.pdf
https://www.opencolleges.edu.au/informed/cyber-safety/
Hope this helps,
Ann O’Connor
Assistant Principal
www.seabrook.vic.edu.au | www.facebook.com/SeabrookPS
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Italian Week

Evviva Evviva Evviva
What a fantastic week the students had
celebrating many things Italian by making
traditional Italian food dishes, singing, dancing,
painting (Michaelangelo style), playing soccer
and regional card games, creating mosaics and
reflecting on the unique culture of Italy.

With musical instruments, MUSA performance
group had the students dancing the “Tarantella”
(a traditional dance which originated hundreds
of years ago from moves made to ward off
tarantula spiders).
Ms Savoia & Ms Marani

8 S eabrook P rimary S chool
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Italian Week 4EE
Ciao! To celebrate Italian Week, 4EE used their
creative minds to create paper collages that
represented important images related to Italy.

We hope you enjoy them as much as we enjoyed
making them! Grazie!

www.seabrook.vic.edu.au | www.facebook.com/SeabrookPS
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Are you leaving Seabrook

Are you leaving Seabrook Primary
School at the end of 2019
This information helps us with our planning for 2020

If your child/ren are not returning to Seabrook Primary School next year (excluding
our current Grade 6 students), can you please complete this form and return it to
Mrs Susan Joyce. (at the office as soon as possible).
Child’s name: _______________________ Grade: _________

Room No:____

Child’s name: _______________________ Grade: _________

Room No:____

Child’s name: _______________________ Grade: _________

Room No:____

Destination school: ____________________________________________ in 2020.
Parent/Guardian Signature: __________________________ Date: __________
Contact No: _____________________________________________
Email Address: _____________________________________
Please also complete the information below if you are relocating to a new postal
address, so that we can forward on any important student information.
New Address:

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Contact No:

___________________________________________________

OFFICE USE ONLY
Data transfer is complete
Date:
10 S eabrook P rimary S chool

Yes

No
Office signature:
International Baccalaureate | Primary Years Program ®
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MacBook 1:1 Program

These prices are only valid until
Monday the16th of December.

OPTION 1
MacBook Air 128Gb (NON RETINA)
• Generation 1, not the Retina model
• Colour: Silver only

UPDATED EDU
MODELS AND
PRICING
RELEASE 11

• Cheapest option available for Education

• Has more side ports than the new RETINA model
• Proven and robust

OPTION 2
MacBook Air 256Gb (NON RETINA)
• Same as Option 1, but with larger

storage capacity
• 3yr Warranty
• 3yr AppleCare PLUS

• 3yr Education Insurance

• 3yr Warranty
• 3yr AppleCare PLUS

$1535

• 3yr Education Insurance

$1350

OPTION 3

OPTION 4

MacBook Air RETINA 128Gb

MacBook Air RETINA 256Gb

• Latest generation MacBook Air

• Same as Option 3, but with larger

• Colour: Space Grey only
• Sharper and brighter screen (RETINA)

storage capacity

• Minimal side ports (adapters may be required)
• Force feedback touchpad, ﬁnger print sensor

• 3yr Warranty
• 3yr AppleCare PLUS

• 3yr Education Insurance

• Longer battery life
• 3yr Warranty
• 3yr AppleCare PLUS

• 3yr Education Insurance

$1900

$1675

OPTION 5 - Bring Your Own Mac (BYOM)
• MacBook Air only (preferably 2014 or newer) • Can NOT be insured by the school (consider home insurance)
• Must not be damaged
• Be in good working order

• Warranty claims can’t always be managed by the school

• Device will be administered by the school. Back up any ﬁles ﬁrst.

More about the program
• Devices used in the school must follow the Department of Education and Seabrook PS Acceptable Use agreements
www.seabrook.vic.edu.au | www.facebook.com/SeabrookPS
• All devices will be wiped during setup, and factory software reset when they leave the school (please backup ﬁles)

• Only devices purchased through the school are eligible for Education Insurance, and tax free bulk education prices
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Our School

ASK
BEFORE
YOU PICK!

The food you see growing helps to support our monthly
vegetable stall!
The money raised helps this garden grow.
If you pick the food, we will no longer have a growing garden
for you to enjoy exploring

Avoid
Lunches
plastic b packed in
f i l m o r f oa g s , c l i n g
Disposab il
lock bag le zip
D i s p o s a bsl
and spoo e forks
Pre-pack ns
l u n c h o r as g e d
s e r v e i t e mi n g l e
s
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F
E
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R
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chool by
S
y
r
a
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Pr
chool
Seabrook
ring to s
b
Support
u
o
y
e
t
was

the

Pack
Want to taste? Ask Miss Easson or Mrs Marani.
We will explain what's growing and let you have a nibble. Just ask.

Snacks in
reusable
containers
Drinks in a
reusable bottle
Reusable utensils
when needed
Reusable lunchbox
or backpack

Garage Sale Trail 2019
Garage Sale Trail is coming back to Hobsons Bay
this October!
Garage Sale Trail is one big weekend of garage
sales that’s happening right across Australia on
Saturday 19 and Sunday 20 October 2019. The
aim is to encourage reuse and minimise our impact
on mother nature. Register your sale or search a
local map of garage sales in the area.

Child’s black rimmed glasses have been
found.
Can be collected from the front office.

https://www.garagesaletrail.com.au/HobsonsBay-City
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Scholastic Issue 7

Thanks for buying books from Scholastic Book Club
they help build our classroom resources

SPOTLIGHT
READING
Power Facts!

ISSUE 7 2019

The more that you read, the
more things you will know.
— Dr Seuss

· Did you know that by reading for just 10 minutes a
day you’ll learn over 600,000 words in one year?
That’s more words than the number of people living
in all of Tasmania!
· You don’t need to read tricky books to reach your
10 minute goal — pick something that interests
YOU such as comics, picture books, recipes, the
newspaper or your Book Club catalogue.
· Reading makes you smart! The more that you read,
the more you will know about the world around
you. Your spelling will improve and so will your
understanding of words and their meaning.
· You will also learn important life lessons through
reading about friendship, bravery, diversity and
determination. Books are a wonderful way to
explore and grow your imagination.

Learn over 1,800,000
words in 1 year!

Learn over 600,000
words in 1 year!

5

10

MINUTES

15

MINUTES

A DAY

MINUTES

A DAY

A DAY

20

MINUTES
A DAY

AGES 3+
Thelma is back!
Thelma the Unicorn didn’t like being famous, so she fled the
spotlight and disappeared... But the world was heartbroken!
Thelma, it’s time to get your sparkle back on...

The Return of
Thelma the Unicorn
Aaron Blabey
Item 008—Page 1

AGES 3+
We are not seriously doing this again are we?
Nope sorry my office is closed. I forbid you to continue
reading and if you do, you will regret it!
Whizz has done it again...

Definitely Do Not
Open This Book
Andy Lee
Item 022—Page 3

AGES 7+
Hi! I’m Rocky Lobstar!
Rocky is part-boy, part-lobster and the star of
a sideshow carnival! But the show can’t go on
without a crowd! Can Rocky save the show?

Rocky Lobstar:
Rocky to the Rescue!
Rove McManus
Item 007—Page 1

AGES 7+
It’s season finale time, playas!
Whip out your war cry and pull on your party pants. It’s the
ULTIMATE BATTLE between BAD and REALLY BAD!

PLACE YOUR ONLINE
ORDERS BY

The Bad Guys Episode 10:
The Baddest Day Ever
Aaron Blabey
Item 002—Page 1

WED 23rd OCT

www.seabrook.vic.edu.au | www.facebook.com/SeabrookPS
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For Your Information

MA T P I L A T E S
S p rin g / S umm er C la ss e s
E v e ry Mo n d a y & W e d n es d a y 7 p m-8 p m
S e a b ro o k Co mmu n i t y C e n t re

www.bodyfirmpilates.com.au

KT Remedial Clinic

Homestead Seabrook

Remedial Massage
Deep tissue Sports Massage
Stretching Trigger Point Therapy
Relaxation Pregnancy Massage
Gift voucher
Health fund rebates available
Kumi Dep.Rem Massage Cert.Fitness
14yrsExperience

0409 199 268
ktremedialclinic@hotmail.com

HELP US CELEBRATE
THE WILLIAMS LANDING
SPORTS HUB

A mammoth, $11 million sporting hub at Williams
Landing is complete.
A $4 million community pavilion at Williams Landing
Boulevard Reserve opened in August, delivering the
final piece of the puzzle of this major sports hub.
To celebrate this significant milestone, Wyndham
City is partnering with local sports clubs to host
a free community barbecue and a range of
sporting activities.
Bring along the whole family to try out soccer,
tennis and cricket and gather as a community!
All events are free of charge and no registration
is required.
Date: Sunday 20 October 2019
Time: 10am – 12pm
Location: Williams Landing Boulevard Reserve
44 Williams Landing Boulevard, Williams Landing

LAVERTON PARK TENNIS CLUB
MERTON ST, ALTONA MEADOWS
The theme for Children’s Week 2019 celebrates
the right of all children to be healthy, safe and
happy. Laverton Park Tennis Club would like to
invite all children and families to enjoy our great
club. We will have hotshot’s nets, free water and
icy-poles.

WHEN: 20TH OCTOBER
TIME: 10AM TO 1PM
WHERE: LAVERTON PARK TENNIS CLUB
LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING
YOU ALL ON THE DAY

Wish to advertise your business or event
Contact: Maureen Murphy on 9395 1758
Email: murphy.mary.d@edumail.vic.gov.au
$5.50 including GST for a business card size advertisement
$22 including GST for a 1/4 page advertisement
14 S eabrook P rimary S chool
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For your information

Oschclub - kidsoft App
1. Open App Store or Google Play Store
2. Search kidsoft and download the App
3. Log in with your iParentPortal email and
password.
The App allows you to make 1 off bookings, cancel
bookings, view documents and transaction and
make payments.

Program Information
OSHC Program Phone: 0411 302 879
Coordinator: Jigna Joshi
OSHClub Head Office: 1300 395 735

School banking is on
Thursday
Congratulations to the following students who
receive certificates this week:
Silver 20 deposits: Nicholas R
Gold 30 deposits: Lan n, Mai N
Your support has helped with our school’s
fundraising efforts. So far this year, our school
has raised $1400 through school banking.
There are two exciting new rewards available
this term, Water Skimming Bounce Ball and
Polar Pencils & Pencil Toppers. Each reward
can be redeemed with 10 tokens.

Parent volunteers needed for school banking.
if you have some spare time on Thursday
mornings (approximately 1.5 hours), we need
your help with the counting and processing
of the school banking. Please email us
(seabrookschoolbanking@gmail.com) you are
interested in volunteering as all volunteers need
to firstly submit a School Banking Co-ordinator
Registration form with the Commonwealth Bank.
Working with Children check is also required for
volunteers.
Regular saving is an important habit to get into,
whether you are saving a little or a lot.

Do you have a school banking question or query? Please email: seabrookschoolbanking@gmail.com
Seabrook School Banking Volunteers
www.seabrook.vic.edu.au | www.facebook.com/SeabrookPS
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OCTOBER 2019 SEABROOK TIME LINE
Monday

Tuesday
14

Grade 3/4
Assembly
9am - 9:30am

Wednesday
15

Thursday
16

17

Grade 6
Graduation photos/
sports / late sibling
photos

Regional
Athletics Day
for qualifying
students from the
Divisional Day

Grade 1
Swimming

Friday

Prep 2020 School
Tour 2:20pm -3pm

18

Grade 4, 5 & 6
Cricket
Competition
Prep Assembly
2:30pm - 3pm

Prep Extended
Stay
3:10pm -5pm
21

22

23

Grade 5/6
Assembly
9am - 9:30am

24

25

Grade 2 Sleepover
at Taskworks 6pm
2AP, 2EP, 2MS

Grade 1 Assembly
2:30pm - 3pm

31

NOVEMBER 1

Grade 1
Swimming
28

29

Grade 3/4
Assembly
9am - 9:30am

30
Prep Werribee
Zoo Excursion

Grade 2 Assembly
2:30pm - 3pm

Grade 1
Swimming
4
Grade 5/6
Assembly
9am - 9:30am
Grade 1
Swimming

5

PUBLIC
HOLIDAY
TODAY
NO
SCHOOL
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6

7

8
Prep Assembly
2:30pm - 3pm

GRADE 3 PHILLIP ISLAND CAMP 6TH - 8TH
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